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The fuelling of plasmas by shallow frozen pellets with simultaneous mitigation of edge-

localised modes (ELM) by external magnetic perturbation is demonstrated on the MAST 

tokamak. In these plasmas post-pellet particle loss is dominated by ELMs. It is shown that the 

size of post-pellet ELMs can be controlled by external magnetic perturbations. Post-pellet 

ELMs remove particles from the large part of pellet deposition zone including the area with 

positive density gradient.  The mechanism explaining this peculiarity of particle loss is 

suggested.    

 

1. Introduction 

The operation of tokamak fusion reactors depends on adequate control of plasma density and isotope 

mixture.  Due to the high temperature and density in burning fusion plasmas conventional fuelling by 

gas puffing and wall recycling is predicted to be ineffective. The only candidate so far is the injection 

of frozen hydrogen pellets and such technique is considered for ITER fusion reactor [1]. Due to the 

technical limitations of pellet injectors, however, even this method of fuelling is limited to the plasma 

periphery, i.e. outer 20% of plasma cross section in ITER. In addition the edge particle transport is 

typically enhanced and as a consequence only a few % of the fuel injected to vessel is burned in the 

plasma while the rest is pumped out without reacting (e.g. see analytic study in [2]). Such a high fuel 

throughput has to be accommodated into the design of outer fuel loop systems such as pumping, 

tritium recovery, tritium breeding, storage and tritium environmental barriers. From the point of view 

of outer fuel loop one would aim for the smallest throughput (higher burn-up) as possible. Some 

studies suggest that the burn-up fraction should be kept above 2 5%  in order to guarantee self-

sustained fusion reactor operation [3].  

These constraints underline the importance of understanding and optimisation of the inner 

fuel loop which is controlled by plasma physics. The main parameter which determines the fuel 

throughput is the life-time of pellet-deposited material in the plasma, so called pellet retention time 

pel . Pellet retention time encapsulates complex physics of pellet deposition [4] and particle transport 

in the pellet deposition zone. The depth of pellet deposition can be improved by launching pellets 

from high field side of the plasma [5, 6] but otherwise it is limited by injector and launching 

technology such as pellet speed and pellet size. Therefore the main parameter left for optimisation is 

the level of particle transport in the pellet deposition zone.  

Particle transport in the periphery is however subject to a number of constraints. Reduction of 

the particle transport by a strong H-mode transport barrier results in large ELMs which are not 

compatible with presently available materials for the first wall and divertor [7]. Therefore ELM size 

has to be actively reduced and one of the techniques envisaged in ITER, in addition to pellet ELM 

pacing (see e.g. [8]), is the application of resonant magnetic perturbations (RMP) [9, 10, 11]. The 

result of these perturbations is the increase of particle transport at the plasma periphery and thus 
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increasing of the pellet particle throughput is required to keep the plasma density at nominal value. 

Experiments with simultaneous pellet fuelling and ELM mitigation are rare and results are mixed. 

Some data are favourable and fuelling pellets do not affect the ELM mitigation [12, 13, 14], as it is 

assumed by ITER. In some experiments, however, fuelling pellets are followed by large ELMs [14, 

15] which  can promptly remove pellet particles what would be highly unfavourable for ITER. 

The present paper reports on further expansion of the dataset of simultaneous pellet fuelling 

and ELM mitigation in the MAST tokamak. In particular we focus on the effects of pellets on ELM 

mitigation. This study thus complements the micro-stability survey in pellet deposition zone [16] 

which addresses the inter-ELM transport.   

 

2. Experimental setup 

Experiments were performed in the MAST spherical tokamak and the geometry of the experiment is 

shown in figure 1a. Deuterium plasma with single lower null divertor is heated by neutral beams 

injected tangentially in the direction of plasma current. Beams are injected horizontally in the 0z   
plane. Deuterium pellets (diameter ~1.3mm, velocity ~ 300m/s) are injected into the plasma from top-

high-field side. The choice of tangential pellet impact angle is deliberate in order to keep pellet 

deposition shallow so that it mimics the ITER situation. ELMs are controlled by a single row of 12 

resonant magnetic perturbation coils (RMPs) with dominant toroidal mode number 6n  . Deuterium 

gas is injected from multiple points and the density of neutrals is measured by fast ion gauge at 

outboard mid-plane (at 2 , 0R m z   in coordinate system of figure 1a).       

Plasma density is measured by a 8-laser Thomson scattering system triggered by the pellet in 

the flight tube with controlled delay. Line integral density is measured by interferometer with a high 

temporal resolution. Both Thomson scattering and interferometer measure the density along the 

horizontal path at vacuum vessel mid-plane ( 0z  ). Beam Emission Spectroscopy (BES) measures 

the density perturbation along the neutral beam with 2cm spatial resolution using 4 8  detector array. 

BES is located 112 degrees away toroidally from the location of pellet injection.  

 

3. Post-pellet particle loss 

Figure 1b shows the typical time traces for plasma with ELM mitigation. After the application of a 

RMP current the line integral density en L  drops which is known as a density pump-out effect. In the 

case in figure 1b the density pump-out is partially compensated by gas fuelling leading to an increase 

of neutral gas density at the outboard mid-plane from 
18 3

21.0 10 /D m  to 
18 3

21.6 10 /D m  during the 

interval from 0.355s to 0.395s. Waveforms of gas flow and neutral gas density are shown in figure 1b. 

The role of the gas puff is to maintain reliable ELMy H-mode regime during the density pump-out but 

this could be avoided in the future using high frequency pellet injector allowing more continuous 

density control. As a result, initiation of RMP current increases the ELM frequency by a factor of 2-3 

and reduces the ELM size by a factor of 2. 

After the application of RMP the neutron rate decreases by 12% which is approximately 

consistent with the drop of core electron temperature by 13%. Note however that due to the vertical 

plasma displacement the Thomson scattering data are available only for 0.4N   , where N is 

the normalised poloidal magnetic flux. 

The plasma is refuelled by two pellets those timings are indicated by arrows in figure 1b. Due 

to the pellet injection the line integrated density increases transiently by the same amount as was the 

sudden density drop due to the RMP pump-out effect. The phase of density increase by pellet (as 

measured by fast interferometer signal) lasts about 1 ms. This time interval corresponds to multiple 

processes such as  pellet evaporation, drift of plasmoids  emanated from pellet and deposition of the 



pellet material in the plasma. For brevity this time interval will be called pellet evaporation interval. 

Throughout this paper we refer to ELMs which occur before pellet evaporation interval as pre-pellet 

ELMs and those after this interval as post-pellet ELMs.  

After pellet is evaporated plasma density decays. The post-pellet density decay has a 

characteristic time constant of * ~15pel ms  as seen in figure 1b on interferometer signal. It is seen that 

the decay time is not only the result of post pellet ELM loss but also the significant inter-ELM re-

fuelling by gas. Detailed inspection of the interferometer signal shows that the inter-ELM refuelling 

restores roughly 60% of the ELM loss. Inter-ELM gas fuelling is somewhat stronger after the pellet 

compared to the pre-pellet phase because of the 30% increase of neutral gas density after the pellet. 

As a result the net pellet retention time pel  (i.e. without gas refuelling, as expected on ITER) is 

significantly shorter than the post-pellet decay time *

pel
 
and can be estimated as *~ 0.4pel pel  . It is 

also seen that without the gas refuelling in between ELMs the materials deposited by single pellet 

would be removed by 2-3 ELMs.  

For extrapolation purposes it is useful to compare the pellet retention time with energy 

confinement time.  Here we define the global energy confinement time as , /E tot mhd divW P   where 

mhdW  is the energy content from equilibrium reconstruction and divP
 
is the power to divertor as 

measured by an infrared camera. At 0.52s we find , ~ 34msE tot . Note that the standard method of 

validation of energy confinement time from kinetic profiles and neutron emission is impossible 

because the temperature and density are not measured up to the plasma core due aforementioned shift 

of plasma position. Taking this value for ,E tot
 
the normalised pellet retention time can be estimated as 

,/ ~ 0.17pel E tot  . This value is comparable to those reported previously on MAST in ELMy H-modes 

without RMP where for shallow (ITER like) pellet deposited at ~ 0.8pel  the normalised pellet 

retention time is ,/ ~ 0.2pel E tot   [4]. Note that for the shot 30047 the pellet deposition radius is 

similar:  ~ 0.80 0.85pel   (see figure 3). For deeper pellet deposition, ~ 0.6pel , the data in the 

same reference show ,/ ~ 0.5 0.7pel E tot   . It has to be noted however that the database of pellet 

retention time for shallow pellets is very small and clearly more data are needed for reliable prediction 

to ITER. 

 

Figure 1. (a) the shape of the last closed magnetic surface and geometry of the experiment. (b) the 

traces of the line integrated density en L , neutral gas density 2Dn , gas flow, global energy confinement 

time ,E tot , RMP current and D  emission for shot number 30047. Plasma current 0.42pI MA and 

toroidal field at geometric axis 0.94geoR m
 
is 0.43TB T . 



To compare pellet fuelling, gas puffing, and RMP induced density pump-out detailed particle 

transport analysis will be required including validation of sources from beams and penetration of 

neutral gas, including particle pinch at the plasma edge. To this end such analysis is not available. 

Nevertheless from the fact that the drop of density due to RMP is about the same as the density 

increase by pellet, and that the inter-ELM density increase accounts for factor of ~2 in post pellet 

density decay, one can conclude that effect of RMPs, gas and pellets are all comparable. The shots 

without RMPs and without pellets are not available but individual effects of  these two actuators can 

be seen from figure 1b as their actions are clearly separated in time: The effect of application of RMP 

at 0.38s is a sudden drop of the line integrated density en L  from 
20 20.36 10 m  to 

20 20.31 10 m . On 

the other hand the effect of pellet injection at 0.42s is an increase of en L  from 
20 20.31 10 m  to 

20 20.38 10 m  , and  then the density decreases to pre pellet value at 0.5s. 

It is seen from figure 1b that the particle loss after pellet is almost entirely caused by ELMs or 

intermittent L-modes (compound ELMs). As mentioned above the main assumption of ITER pellet 

fuelling is that the pellets do not affect the ELMs or in other words that the post and pre-pellet ELMs 

are the same and both respond equally to the mitigation by RMPs. To test this assumption we have 

created a dataset in which for each pellet we have measured the relative density loss during  two 

ELMs, one just before and one just after the pellet.  The relative loss due to ELM is measured by fast 

interferometer signal en L  and is defined as: /N N  1   (before-ELM)en L / (after -ELM)en L , 

where (before-ELM)en L  and (after -ELM)en L  are the values of en L  just before and just after the 

ELM respectively. The relative loss for ELM before the pellet is denoted as / prepelN N and for ELM 

after the pellet as / postpelN N . The data is extracted from the raw MAST dataset automatically by a 

single batch process with time averaging over 0.1ms but the shots and times are selected manually. 

The dataset contains plasmas with variable level of ELM mitigation including reference shots without 

RMP. Note however that there are also shots with non-zero RMP currents for which the effect on 

ELMs is small due to the larger gap between the plasma and RMP coils. The dataset has been 

narrowed to plasmas only with conventional ELMs before the pellet, i.e. there are no data with 

compound ELMs before the pellet. Concerning the post-pellet ELMs we allow both conventional and 

compound ELMs in the dataset but these two groups are discussed separately. Finally we included 

only pellets that are smaller than 35% of the plasma content.  

The dataset described above is shown in figure 2. It is seen that for conventional post pellet 

ELMs (full symbols in figure 2a) their relative size postpel/N N  is correlated with the size of ELMs 

just before the pellet, prepel/N N . The Pearson correlation coefficient between these two variables is 

significant 0.82R  . This suggests that the size of post-pellet ELMs is also controlled by RMPs and 

not only by pellet size. This can be confirmed by the observations that the correlation between the 

pellet size and the size of post pellet ELMs is small ( 0.29R  ) as seen  in figure 2b. Nevertheless the 

pellet seems to affect the size of the post pellet ELMs as postpel/N N  is on average larger by a factor 

of 1.6 than the corresponding pre-pellet value prepel/N N . Note however that these factors are 

determined from line integrals and thus depend on actual changes of density profiles. The footprints 

of ELMs on density profiles will be discussed in section 4.  

It is also seen in figure 2a that the size of ELMs mitigated by RMPs have some lower limit at 

/ ~ 3%prepelN N . At this lower end of our dataset we also detect the existence of post-pellet 

compound ELMs, marked by open symbols in figures 2a and 2b. For these ELMs the loss can be up to 

3 times larger than for conventional ELMs. Such unfavourable cases were described previously [14] 

and it was shown that the post pellet particle loss rate could be up to 5 times higher compared to 

conventional ELMs. The reasons for triggering of compound ELMs by pellet are not yet well 

documented. The first possibility is that the RMP perturbation is too strong. In our broader database 



we have cases where RMP itself can trigger H-L transition even without the pellet but this is not 

discussed in this paper. The second reason could be that the pellet is too large. Indeed closer 

inspection of the scatter plot in the figure 2b shows that the compound ELMs have a tendency to 

occur after larger pellets. These observations raise the question what is the maximum RMP current at 

which the post pellet compound ELMs can be avoided and how this threshold depends on plasma 

parameters.  

 

Figure 2. (a) Comparison of relative particle loss for pre and post- pellet ELMs. prepel/N N  is the 

relative loss for ELM just before the pellet and postpel/N N  is the relative loss for ELM just after of 

the same pellet.  (b) comparison of postpel/N N  with relative pellet size pel /N N .  Both panels: full 

symbols are for conventional post-pellet ELMs and open symbols are for compound post-pellet 

ELMs. 

 
4. Character of post-pellet ELM loss 

To get insight into the mechanism of particle loss during post-pellet ELM one has to analyse the 

density profiles with high spatial and temporal resolution. Figure 3 shows the changes of density 

profiles due to pre and post-pellet ELMs. Two cases are shown: one with weak and one with strong 

ELM mitigation. These cases are marked by shot numbers in figure 2a. The panels at the right of the 

figure 3 show the positions of laser pulses of Thomson scattering relative to the interferometer signal. 

ELMs can be identified as a sudden drop of the line integrated density. In addition D  signals are 

added to help the ELM identification. ELMs can be also seen as a drop in the edge soft X-rays signals 

(not shown), but only for case with weak ELM mitigation. Magnetic coil signals are dominated by 

core MHD activity and therefore are not good markers for ELMs and thus are omitted in figure 3.   

Comparison of pre and post-pellet profiles shows that pellets in both cases are depositing 

material around the normalised minor radius of ~ 0.8  which is similar to the situation predicted for 

ITER. It is seen that with increasing ELM mitigation the size of pre and post-pellet ELMs decreases, 

in line with global data in figure 2a. As described in ref [14], in MAST pellets usually trigger ELMs 

during the evaporation interval (i.e. the interval lasting ~1ms during which the density measured by 

fast interferometer increases). However, the timing of these ELMs within the evaporation interval 

varies and therefore  post-pellet density profiles measured by Thomson scattering can show variable 

shapes of pellet deposition. 

Inspection of footprints of density loss by ELMs shows that the affected area spans beyond 

~ 0.8  and its size is about the same for pre and post-pellet ELMs (figure 3). There is no significant 

change of density deeper into the plasma so that ELMs remove particles mainly outwards. The effect 

of RMPs is mostly the change of the amplitude of the density drop rather than the size of the footprint. 



The main difference in footprints is between pre and post-pellet ELMs. While the pre-pellet ELMs act 

on flat density profiles, the post-pellet ELMs remove material even from the zone with inverted 

density gradient. This peculiarity of transporting plasma against the density gradient suggests that 

diffusion is not the dominant particle loss mechanism. In the next paragraph we propose a possible 

explanation.   

 

Figure 3. Density loss due to pre (blue) and post (red) pellet ELMs. Left column shows the density 

profiles and right column shows the timing of profile measurement relative to line integrated 

density en L  from interferometer and D signal from outer mid-plane at 0z  . Two plasmas are 

compared: top row is with weak ELM mitigation, lower row with strong mitigation. Top axes on 

profiles show location of magnetic surfaces   at 0.4454s for shot 29961 and at 0.5232 for shot 

30047. 
 

To shed light on the character of post-pellet ELM loss we have inspected the data from BES 

diagnostics for the shot 29961 shown in figure 3 top row. This analysis is summarised in figure 4. The 

top panel shows the expanded temporal evolutions of the interferometer signal, D emission and one 

BES channel which corresponds to the normalised minor radius of ~ 0.8  as reconstructed just 

before the ELM. It is seen that during the drop of line integral density the BES signal shows the 

perturbations of about 10% . This is confirmed by an analysis of all BES signals. The lower panel 

shows a snapshot of the whole 2D BES image taken at the time towards the end of the period of ELM 

density loss. The quantity plotted represents the relative perturbation of electron density /e en n , 

where en  is the temporal average of particular BES signal over 1ms. The image reveals that in the 

zone 0.7   the density is significantly perturbed up to / ~ 0.15e en n  . The surfaces of constant 

density perturbations are not aligned with pre-ELM magnetic surfaces and characteristic size of the 

perturbation is about 2 ~ 9cmL . This length is taken along the line connecting the surfaces with 



/ ~ 0.15e en n   (dotted line in figure 4). Let us assume that these density perturbations are also 

accompanied by perturbations of electrostatic potential  . 
 
If we now estimate the amplitude of 

normalised electrostatic potential / ee T  by the size of relative density perturbation /e en n  we 

get the E B
 
drift velocity of the order of ~ / ~ 2 /Tv E B km s  . Here, ( 0.85) ~ 200eT eV  , 

~ /E L   and (1.3 ) 0.31TB m T . Such a velocity would displace the plasma along the structure’s 

size ~ 2L  in about ~ 2 / ~ 43 sL v    . This timescale is comparable with the ELM duration and 

thus such plasma flow pattern is capable of transporting the particles from the pellet deposition zone 

to the plasma edge even against the density gradient. Note that in this case the size of the structure is 

of the same order of magnitude as the density gradient scale-length. Therefore the particle flow is not 

described by a conventional picture of turbulent transport in which the spatial size of density 

perturbations are much smaller than the scale-length of main average density profile. To support the 

above explanation for particle transport, direct local measurement of   (e.g. by probes) would be 

useful. Unfortunately, this is not available in this deep part of the plasma.     

Finally we are aware that the above evaluation of the electric field from the density 

perturbations cannot be taken too strictly because the perfect alignment of surfaces of electric field 

with surfaces of constant density perturbations will not result in overall particle transport. This 

evaluation should be considered as an order of magnitude estimate and more detailed model and 

 

Figure 4. Detail of the particle loss during post-pellet ELM for shot 29961. Top panel: temporal 

traces of line integrated density en L , BES signal from detector localised at ~ 0.8  and D

emission.  BES and line integral density are normalised to pre-ELM values. Lower panel: BES 2D 

image taken at the time shown by arrow on the top panel.  Solid lines are surfaces of constant 
/e en n . Thick solid lines are the poloidal flux surfaces of const 

 
evaluated just before the 

ELM at 0.4454s. The square symbol shows the position of detector of BES signal on the top panel. 

The dotted line shows path along which the characteristic size of the structure 2L was evaluated. 

  



simulation are required to quantify the plasma flow. For a discussion of departure from the Boltzmann 

relation between density and electrostatic potential the reader is referred to the reference [17]. For full 

modelling of ELM loss, however, nonlinear simulations are needed. In a framework of two fluid 

electromagnetic model such simulations of ELMs can be found in the reference [18] where CUTIE 

code was used to simulate the H-mode in the COMPASS-D tokamak. In a framework of resistive 

MHD model JOREK code is used in [19] to simulate ELMs in MAST. Comparison of these two 

approaches in future could help to quantify the role of E B
 
drift during ELMs including conditions 

of pellet fuelling and RMPs. 

 
5. Conclusions 

The paper reports on new data from the MAST tokamak in which plasma was fuelled by shallow high 

field side pellets simultaneously with ELM control with RMP fields - the two key actuators for 

density control in ITER. In our experiment post-pellet particle loss is dominated by ELMs. Inter-ELM 

losses are small and masked by significant gas fuelling.  

Our data show that pellet fuelling and ELM control  by RMP can be compatible in the sense that: 

(1) the size of post-pellet ELMs responds to application of RMP and (2) the post-pellet ELMs are not 

significantly larger than pre-pellet ELMs. These favourable observations are however muted by the 

fact that the relative size of post-pellet ELMs is still quite large where 2 - 3 ELMs are sufficient to 

remove the material deposited by a single pellet - a much smaller number of ELMs than expected in 

ITER.     

A detailed inspection of post-pellet ELMs shows that the ELM related density drop can cover the 

whole pellet deposition zone and is consistent with outward particle flow. The ELM affected area also 

includes the zone with inverted density gradient by the pellet raising the question about the 

mechanism of outward particle flow against the positive density gradient. Data from BES diagnostics 

during post-pellet ELMs reveal the existence of a sizeable structure suggesting that the large scale 

convection patterns can explain this peculiarity. This analysis was performed only for post-pellet 

ELMs with RMPs and we have not attempted to generalise these finding further. A number of open 

questions remain for future investigation and one of them is the role of 3-dimensional RMP fields in 

pellet fuelled plasmas. In particular it is important to understand whether the spatiotemporal structure 

of ELM particle loss is influenced by external 3D fields and how this depends on density perturbation 

by pellet. Another question is the role of RMPs in inter-ELM particle transport. As already mentioned 

this subject was omitted in present work mainly because the post-pellet loss in our plasmas is 

dominated by ELMs, and in addition, there is a significant fuelling by gas between ELMs. This 

situation however will change in ITER where gas fuelling will be small and the particle loss between 

ELMs could be comparable to those by ELMs. Therefore future studies should also quantify the post-

pellet particle loss during inter-ELM phases under RMP conditions 

The experiments on shallow pellet fuelling simultaneously with ELM control are still rare. Clearly 

more data are needed to demonstrate that these two actuators will be fully capable to control the 

plasma density and isotope content in ITER under all possible conditions.   
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